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2) graph-coloring, and 3) process-rank ordering. Performance complexity for these methods
are analyzed and their experimental results are

For concurrent I/O operations, atomicity defines

presented for file systems including NFS, SGI’s

the results in the overlapping file regions simul-

XFS, and IBM’s GPFS.

taneously read/written by requesting processes.
Atomicity has been well studied at the file system level, such as POSIX standard. In this pa-

1 Introduction

per, we investigate the problems arising from
the implementation of MPI atomicity for con- Concurrent file access has been an active recurrent overlapping write access and provide search topic for many years. Efforts were cona few programming solutions. Since the MPI tributed in both software development as well
definition of atomicity differs from the POSIX as hardware design to improve the I/O bandone, an implementation that simply relies on the width between computational units and storPOSIX file systems does not guarantee correct age systems. While most of these works only
MPI semantics. To have a correct implemen- consider exclusive file access among the contation of atomic I/O in MPI, we examine the current I/O requests, more scientific applicaefficiency of three approaches: 1) file locking, tions nowadays require data partitioning with
1

Accessed by 4 processes concurrently

overlap among the requesting processes [1, 2,
3, 4].

Accessed by

For instance, ghost cells are com-
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monly used in multi-dimensional array partitioning such that the sub-array partitioned in
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one process overlaps with its neighbors near
the boundary. A couple examples that use this
ghosting technique are large scale simulations in
earth climate and N-body astrophysics, hydrodynamics using Laplace equations, both where
a strong spatial domain partitioning relationship
Ghost cells of

is present. Figure 1 illustrates an example of
a two-dimensional array in a block-block par-

Pj

Figure 1: An example of 2D array partitioning

titioning pattern, where a ghost cell represent

with overlapping at the boundary. The ghost

data ”owned” by more than one process. A

cells of  overlaps with its 8 neighbor processes

typical run of this large-scale type of applica-

which results some areas are accessed by more

tions can take from days to months and usu-

than one processes simultaneously.

ally outputs data periodically for the purposes of
check-pointing as well as progressive visualiza-

tion. During check-pointing, the output of ghost cess can define a non-contiguous file view using
cells creates overlapping I/O from all processes MPI derived data types and subsequent I/O calls
concurrently. The outcome of the overlapped can then implicitly access non-contiguous file
file regions from a concurrent I/O is commonly regions. Since the POSIX definition is not aware
referred as atomicity.

of non-contiguous I/O access, it alone cannot

In this paper, we examine the implementa- guarantee atomic access in MPI, and additional
tion issues for concurrent overlapping I/O op- efforts are needed above the file system to enerations that abide the MPI atomicity seman- sure the correct implementation of atomic MPI
tics. We first differentiate the MPI atomicity se- access. In this work, we study two approaches
mantics from the definition in POSIX standard. for atomicity implementation: using byte-range
The POSIX definition only considers atomicity file locking and a process handshaking strategy.
at the granularity of read()/write() calls Using a byte-range file locking mechanism is
in which only a contiguous file space can be a straightforward method to ensure the atomicspecified in a single I/O request. In MPI, a pro- ity. In many situations, however, file locking can
2

2 Concurrent

serialize what were intended to be concurrent
I/O calls and, therefore, it is necessary to ex-

Overlapping

I/O

plore alternative approaches. Process handshak-

ing uses inter-process communication to deter- The concurrent overlapping I/O referred to in
mine the access sequence or agreement on the this paper occurs when I/O requests from muloverlaps, in which two methods are studied: tiple processes are issued simultaneously to the
graph-coloring and process-rank ordering meth- file system and overlaps exist among the file reods. These two methods order the concurrent gions accessed by these requests. If all the reI/O requests in a sequence such that no two over- quests are read requests, the file system can use
lapping requests can perform at any instance. the disk cache to duplicate the overlapped data
Experimental performance results are provided for the requesting processes. In this case, there
for running a test code using a column-wise par- is no conflict in obtaining file data among the
titioning pattern on three machine platforms: an overlapping processes. However, when one or
Linux cluster running an extended NFS file sys- more I/O requests are write requests, the outtem, an SGI Origin2000 running XFS, and an come of the overlapped regions, either in file or
IBM SP running GPFS. The results show that, in process’s memory, can vary depending on the
in general, using file locking generates the worst implementation of the file system. This problem
performance and using the process-rank order- is commonly referred as the I/O atomicity.
ing performs the best on all three machines.

2.1 POSIX Atomicity Semantics
POSIX standard defines atomicity such that all
the bytes from a single file I/O operation that
start out together end up together, without interThe rest of the paper is organized as follows. leaving from other I/O operations [5, 6]. The
Section 2 describes the MPI atomicity semantics I/O operations confined by this definition inand its difference from the POSIX definition. clude the system calls that operate on regular
We explore three potential approaches for im- files, such as open(), read(), write(),
plementing MPI I/O atomicity in depth in Sec- chmod(), lseek(), close(), and so on. In
tion 3. In Section 4, we present performance this paper, we focus on the the effect of the read
results on three parallel file systems. The paper and write calls on the atomicity.
is concluded in Section 5.

The POSIX definition can be simply inter3

preted as that either all or none of the data writ- access, the POSIX definition is suitable for file
ten by a process is visible to other processes. systems that mainly handle non-parallel I/O reThe none case can be either the write data is quests. For I/O requests from parallel applicacached in a system buffer and has not been tions that frequently issue non-contiguous file
flushed to the disk or the data is flushed but access requests from multiple process, POSIX
over-written by other processes. Hence, when atomicity may improperly describe such paralPOSIX semantics is applied to the concurrent lel access patterns and impose limitation for the
overlapping I/O operations, the data resulted in I/O parallelism.
the overlapped regions in disk shall consist of
data from only one of the write requests. In

2.2 MPI Atomicity Semantics

other words, no interleaved data from more than

one process shall appear in the overlapped re- MPI standard 2.0 [7] extends its atomicity segions. Otherwise, in non-atomic mode, the re- mantics by taking into consideration of the parsult of the overlapped region is undefined, i.e. it allel I/O operations. The MPI atomic mode
may comprise mixed data from more than one is defined as: in concurrent overlapping MPI
write request. Many existing file systems sup- I/O operations, the results of the overlapped report the POSIX atomicity semantics, such as gions shall contain data from only one of the
NFS, UFS, IBM PIOFS , GPFS, Intel PFS, and MPI processes that participates in the I/O operaSGI XFS.

tions. Otherwise, in the MPI non-atomic mode,

POSIX atomicity mainly considers the I/O the result of the overlapped regions is undecalls defined within the POSIX scope in which fined. The major difference of the MPI atomits read and write calls share a common char- icity from POSIX definition lies on the use of
acteristic: one I/O request can only access a MPI file view, a new file concept introduced in
contiguous file region specified by a file pointer MPI 2.0. A process’ file view is created by calland the amount of data starting from the pointer. ing MPI File set view() through an MPI
Therefore, the overlapped data written by two or derived data type that specifies the visible file
more POSIX I/O calls can only be a contiguous range to the process. When used in message
region in file. Many POSIX file systems imple- passing, the MPI derived data type is a powerment the atomic I/O by serializing the process ful mechanism for describing the memory layof the requests such that the overlapped regions out of a message buffer. This convenient tool is
can only be accessed by one process at any mo- extended in MPI 2.0 for describing the file layment. By considering only the contiguous file out for process’ file view. Since a derived data
4
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request, the visible regions are logically consid-

Figure 2: An example of two concurrent over-

MPI File writ xxx() as a single I/O re-

lapping writes where a 2D array is partitioned

quest. Unlike overlap in POSIX I/O, the over-

column wise with a few columns overlapped. In

lapped file regions between two processes can

the MPI atomic mode, the data in the overlapped

also be non-contiguous in file, generating multi-

region can only come from either one of the pro-

ple overlapping file regions in one MPI I/O call.

cesses. In the non-atomic mode, the result is un-

If the underlying MPI I/O implementation con-

defined, for example, interleaved.

siders the access to each contiguous file segment
as a single read()/write() call to the file

system, then there will be multiple calls issued MPI write requests in atomic and non-atomic
simultaneously from a process to the file system. modes. The file views of both processes, 
Although the atomicity of accessing to a con- and   , consist of 6 non-contiguous file segtiguous overlapped region is guaranteed in the ments, assuming the two-dimensional array is
POSIX compliant file systems, the MPI atomic- stored in row major. If the MPI implementaity which demands atomicity across one or more tion considers writing each of the file segment
regions of overlap cannot simply rely on the as a single call to write(), then there will
POSIX I/O calls. Additional effort is required be 12 write requests in total and the processto implement a correct MPI atomicity seman- ing order of these requests in the file system
tics. The fact that MPI derived data types pro- can be arbitrary. The result in the overlapped
vide more programming flexibility when spec- columns can, hence, contain interleaved data, as
ifying non-contiguous file layout increases the illustrated in the MPI non-atomic mode. Even
complexity of enforcing atomicity in MPI on with POSIX atomicity, the same outcome will
POSIX file systems.

occur in a POSIX file system since it only con-

Figure 2 shows an example of two concurrent siders the read()/write() call individually.
5

Therefore, the MPI implementation cannot sim- file systems. The most commonly implemented
ply rely on the file system to provide the correct caching scheme is to consult the server’s modifile atomicity.

fication time for the data cached on the clients
before issuing the I/O requests to the servers.
Obviously, communication overhead between

3 Implementation Strategies

server and clients for cache validation and re-

The design of existing file systems seldom con- freshing can become significant for a concursider concurrent overlapping I/O requests and rent overlapping I/O request due to the unnecmany implementation strategies that are in- essary data transfers. Although this problem
tended for performance enhancement actually can be alleviated by disabling the use of readhinder the parallelism of overlapping I/O. For ahead/write-through, the performance gain of
example, in most client-server type of file sys- the reduced overhead may not offset the perfortems, strategies such as read-ahead and write- mance loss of disabling caching. In this work,
behind are adopted in which read-ahead pre- our discussion is not limited to specific file sysfetches several file blocks following the data ac- tems and we assume the general I/O requests can
tual requested to the client’s system cache in an- start at arbitrary file space. We now examine
ticipation of program’s sequential reading pat- two potential implementation strategies for MPI
tern and write-behind accumulates several re- atomicity and analyze their performance comquests in order to better utilize the available I/O plexity:
bandwidth. The read-ahead and write-behind
policies often work against the goals of any

1. Using byte-range file locking – This

file system relying on random-access operations

approach uses the standard Unix byte-

which are used commonly in parallel I/O opera-

range file locking mechanism to wrap the

tions. Under the use of these two policies, two

read/write call in each process such that

overlapping processes of a concurrent I/O op-

the exclusive access permission of the over-

eration can physically cache more overlapping

lapped region can be granted to the request-

data than logically overlaps in their file views. It

ing process. While a file region is locked,

is also possible that the overlapping data of two

all read/write requests to it will directly go

processes is cached by other processes because

to the file server. Therefore, the written

of the read ahead.

data of a process is visible to other pro-

The file cache consistency problem has been

cesses after leaving the locking mode and

studied extensively in many client-server based

the subsequent read requests will always
6

3.1 Row and Column-wise 2D Ar-

obtain flesh data from the servers because
of the use of the read locks.

ray Partitioning
Given 

processes participating a concurrent

I/O operation, the row-wise partitioning pattern
divides a two-dimensional array along its most

2. Using process handshaking – This ap-

significant axis while the column-wise divides

proach uses MPI communication to per-

it along the least significant axis. The following

form inter-process negotiation for writing

assumptions are used in these partitioning exam-

to the overlapped file regions. The idea is

ples:

a preferable alternative to using file locking. However, for file systems that per-

All 

form read-ahead and write-behind, a file

sub-arrays to a single shared file.

processes concurrently write their

synchronization call immediately following every write call is required to flush out

The layouts of the 2-dimensional array in

all information associated with the writes

process’ memory and disk storage are in

in progress.

row-major order where axis

A cache invalidation shall

significant axis and

also perform in each process before reading
from the overlapped regions such that the

is the most

is the least.

The sub-arrays partitioned in every two

flesh data is obtained from servers. Under

processes with consecutive rank id num-

this strategy category, we further discuss

bers overlap with each other for a few

two negotiation methods: graph-coloring

rows/columns on the boundary along the

and process-rank ordering.

partitioning axis.

 and the
number of overlapped rows/columns is  ,
where  and  .
The global array is of size

In order to help describing the above three approaches in terms of data amount and file lay-

To simplify the discussion, we assume all

outs, we use two concurrent overlapping I/O

I/O requests are write requests.

cases as examples. These two cases employ
commonly seen access patterns in many scien- Figure 3 illustrates the two partitioning patterns
tific applications: row-wise and column-wise on  processes. In the row-wise case, the
file view of process  is a sub-array of size

partitioning on a two-dimensional array.
7
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exclusively to the requesting processes. Most

: Overlapped region

of the existing locking protocols is central man-

Y

P0

aged and its scalability is, hence, limited. A dis-

P1

N

M

P0

tributed locking protocol used in the IBM GPFS

P2

file system improves the performance of grant-

P2
M

ing locking requests by having a process manage

P3
P1
(a) Row−wise partitioning

P3

its granted locked file region for the further re-

(b) column−wise partitioning

quests from other processes [8]. When it comes

Figure 3: Row-wise and column-wise partition- to the overlapping requests, however, concurrent
ing on a 2-dimensional array. The file views writes to overlapped data must be still sequenof every two consecutive processes overlap with tial.
each other in  rows/columns along

/

axis.
Row-wise Partitioning We now use the row-

 , where

#" $ % , if &'()+*-, . In wise partitioning example shown in Figure 3(a)

the column-wise case, the file view of process to describe the atomicity implementation using

 is of size
   , where    /$ %+ for file locking. In this example, the file view of a
.
&01*, . For the process 2-& or -*, , process overlaps  rows with its previous and
the file view contains 3 4 rows/columns less in successive processes. Since the file storage layrow and column-wise cases, respectively.

out is assumed to be in a row-major order, i.e.
each row of size 

is stored consecutively to

its previous and successive row, every process’

3.2 Byte-range File Locking

file view actually covers a contiguous file space.

The byte-range file locking is a mechanism pro- Therefore, the concurrent overlapping I/O can
vided by a file system within its locking pro- be implemented using a single write() call in
tocol. This mechanism can be used to ensure each process. On a file system that supports only
the exclusive access to a locked file region. If the atomic mode, atomic file results are autoa set of concurrent I/O calls contains only read matically guaranteed for the row-wise partitionrequests, the locking protocol is usually imple- ing case. On file systems that do no support the
mented to allow a shared read lock so that more atomic mode, wrapping the I/O call in each prothan one process can read the locked data simul- cess with byte-range locking of the file region
taneously. If at least one of the I/O requests is will also generate atomic results. ROMIO, an
a write request, the write lock is often granted MPI-IO implementation developed at Argonne
8

National Laboratory, relies on the use of byte-

1.

MPI_File_open(comm, filename, io_mode, info, &fh);

2.

MPI_File_set_atomicity(fh, 1);

range file locking to implement the correct MPI

3.

sizes[0] = M;

sizes[1] = N;

4.

sub_sizes[0] = M;

sub_sizes[1] = N / P;

atomicity in which processes must obtain a ex-

5.

if (rank == 0 || rank == P-1) sub_sizes[1] -= R/2;

6.

starts[0] = 0;

clusive write lock to the overlapped file regions

7.

MPI_Type_create_subarray(2, sizes, sub_sizes, starts, MPI_ORDER_C,

before perform the write [9, 10].

9.

MPI_Type_commit(&filetype);

10.

MPI_File_set_view(fh, disp, MPI_CHAR, filetype, "native", info);

11.

MPI_File_write_all(fh, buf, buffer_size, etype, &status);

12.

MPI_File_close(&fh);

starts[1] = (rank == 0) ? 0 : rank * (N/P - R/2);
MPI_CHAR, &filetype);

8.

Column-wise Partitioning In the columnwise partitioning case shown in Figure 3(b), the Figure 4: An MPI code fragment that performs
file view of each process is a sub-array of size the column-wise access. The shade area il-

56 overlapping  columns with its left and lustrates how to create the derived data type,
9
;:=<?>A@CBD< , which is used to define process’s file
right processes. Each of the
rows of size  
in the file view is not contiguous with its pre- view at line 10.
vious or successive row in the file storage layout. The distance between the first elements of can be arbitrary, the same scenario can also octwo consecutive rows in each process’ file view cur on other file systems even if file locking
is  . Therefore, the overlapped file regions of wraps around each I/O call. Enforcing the atomnon- icity of individual read()/write() calls is
two consecutive processes consists of
contiguous rows of size  each. Figure 4 shows not sufficient to enforce MPI atomicity. In order
an MPI code fragment that creates the file view to do so, the file lock must start at the process’s
for each process using a derived data type to first file offset and end at the very last file offset
specify the column-wise partitioning pattern and the process will write, virtually the entire file.
rows of the overlapped region will be acuses a collective MPI-IO call to perform the con- All
cessed atomically.
current write.
Though

A straightforward implementation for the

POSIX

defines

a

function,

column-wise case is to regard each contiguous lio listio(), to initiate a list of nonI/O request as a single read()/write() call. contiguous file accesses in a single call, it does
This approach results
process and 7
system, if the 8

write calls from each not explicitly indicate if its atomicity semantics

calls in total. On a POSIX file are applicable. If POSIX atomicity is extended
requests are processed con- to lio listio(), the MPI atomicity can

currently without any specific order, interleaved be guaranteed by implementing the nonresults may occur in the overlapped regions. contiguous access on top of lio listio().
Since processing order of these write requests Otherwise, additional effort such as file locking
9

Given an overlapping P x P matrix, W, where
1 if process i overlaps j and i j
W [ i ][ j ] =
0 otherwise
R i [ j ] : the j th element of R i
R i : the i th row of W
th
C i [ j ] : the j th element of C i
C i : the i column of W

is necessary to ensure the MPI atomicity.

3.3 Processor Handshaking

For each process, do the following:

An alternative approach to avoid using file lock-

1.

ing is through process handshaking. Through

2.

inter-process communication the overlapping

4.

processes negotiate with each other to obtain

5.
6.

regions. In this section, we discuss two posgraph-coloring and process-rank ordering methods.

if

3.

the desirable access sequence to the overlapped
sible implementations of process handshaking:

for each column i = 0 . . . P−1
i

self and C self [ i ]
Cself
Ci
Cself

1 then

W*

collect C i from process i, for i = 0 . . . P−1
for i = 0 . . . P−1
if R * [ i ] = 0 then
self

7.

myColor = i

8.

return

Figure 5: A greedy graph-coloring algorithm
that finds the color id for each I/O process in
variable myColor.

3.3.1 Graph-coloring Approach

current I/O is carried out in N steps. Note that

Given an undirected graph E(FHGJILK5M in which process synchronization between any two steps

G represents a set of vertices and K represents
a set of edges that connect the vertices, a N coloring is a function OQPRGTS UV,WIYX!I[Z\Z]Z^N`_ such
that for all aIcbdeG , if OfF=agMh OiFjbkM , then
FjalImbkMndo
 K ; that is, no adjacent vertices have the

is necessary to ensure that no process in one
group can proceed with its I/O before the previous group’s I/O completes. The graph-coloring
approach fulfills the requirement of MPI atomicity while maintaining at least a degree of I/O

same color. The graph-coloring problem is to parallelism.
find the minimum number of colors, N , to color

The graph-coloring methodology is a heuris-

a given graph. Solving the MPI atomicity prob- tic which has been studied for a long time and
lem can be viewed as a graph-coloring problem is proved to be NP-hard for general graphs [11].
if the I/O requesting processes are regarded as Because the overlapping I/O patterns present in
the vertices and the overlapping between two most of the science applications are hardly arprocesses represents the edge. When applying bitrary, a greedy solution may suffice. Figure 5
graph-coloring to the MPI atomicity implemen- gives a simple greedy graph-coloring algorithm
tation, the I/O processes are first divided into N

that first uses a .

boolean matrix, p

, to

groups (colors) in which no two processes in a indicate if there is an overlap between two progroup overlap their file views. Then, the con- cesses and starts coloring the processes by look10
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Process file views

: color 0

Figure 7: The process file views for the column-

: color 1

wise overlapping I/O using process rank order-

Odd processes write

ing approach. With the overlapping access reFigure 6: An example of column-wise overlap- moved, all  I/O requests can be performed siping I/O using the graph-coloring approach. All multaneously while MPI atomicity is guaranI/O requests are performed in 2 steps: even- teed.
ranked processes write at the first step followed
by the writes from odd-ranked processes.
ing for the lowest ranked processes whose file gions while others surrender their writes. A couviews do not overlap with any process in that ple of immediate advantages of this approach
color. Let’s now consider the column-wise par- are the elimination of overlapping access and the
titioning example. Figure 6 shows the overlap- reduction of the overall I/O amount. The overping matrix using this greedy algorithm. It is head of this method is the re-calculation o each
obvious that for the two-dimensional column- process’s file view by marking down the overwise partitioning case, two colors are enough to lapped regions with all higher-rank processes’
maintain MPI atomicity: the even-ranked pro- file views.
cesses perform their I/O requests prior to the
Considering the column-wise partitioning ex-

odd-ranked processes, as illustrated in Figure 6.

ample, Figure 7 illustrates the processes’ file
3.3.2 Process-rank Ordering

views when using the process-rank ordering approach. The file view for process  , &q#r

Another process-handshaking approach is to s*t, , is a

o/$ sub-array while the file views
have all processes agree on a certain access pri- for processes & and u*v, are
'Fw/$ *.3 4 M and
ority to the overlapped file regions. An example
Fw/$ %x3 4 M , respectively. Compared to Fig-

is to use a policy where the higher ranked pro- ure 6, each process surrenders its write for the
cess wins the right to access the overlapped re- right-most  columns.
11

3.4 Scalability Analysis

Table 1: System configurations for the three parallel machines on which the experimental results

In the column-wise partition case, the file locking approach results in 1*1Fj*u  M bytes,

were obtained.
Cplant

Origin 2000

IBM SP

File system

ENFS

XFS

GPFS

CPU type

Alpha

R10000

Power3

CPU Speed

500 MHz

195 MHz

375 MHz

Gigabit

Colony

Network

Myrinet

Ethernet

switch

I/O servers

12

-

12

50 MB/s

4 GB/s

1.5 GB/s

nearly the entire file, being locked while each
process is writing. In fact, once a process is
granted its write locking request, no other processes can access to the file. As a result, using byte-range file locking serializes the I/O and
dramatically degrades the performance.

Peak I/O

The purpose of proposing the two process-

bandwidth

handshaking approaches is trying to maintain
the I/O scalability without the use of file locking. The overhead of the graph-coloring ap- lapped regions.
proach is the communication cost of exchanging
the file views, but this approach does not sacri-

4 Experiment Results

fice I/O parallelism. The file views are used to
construct the overlapping matrix locally. With We implemented the column-wise partitioning
a relative small negotiation overhead, the graph- example using standard Unix I/O calls and obcoloring approach maintains a certain degree of tained experimental results from three parallel
I/O parallelism. To construct the overlapping machines: ASCI Cplant, an Alpha Linux cluster
matrix, the graph-coloring approach uses a log- at Sandia National Laboratory; the SGI Origin
ical bit to indicate if an overlap exists between 2000 at the National Center for Supercomputing
two processes. In the process-rank ordering ap- Applications (NCSA); and Blue Horizon, the
proach, the exact overlapped byte ranges must IBM SP at San Diego Supercomputing Center
be know in order to calculate the local file view. (SDSC). The machine configurations are briefly
This overhead is expected to be negligible when described in Table 1. Cplant is a Linux cluscompared to the performance improvement re- ter running the Extended Network File System
sulting from the removal of all overlapping re- (ENFS) in which each compute node is mapped
quests. Additionally, the overall I/O amount on to one of the I/O servers in a round-robin selecthe file system is reduced since the lower-rank tion scheme at boot time [12]. Basically, ENFS
processes surrender their accesses to the over- is an NFS file system with a few changes. The
12
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Figure 8: Performance results of running the column-wise partitioning experiments on a Linux
Cluster, an IBM SP, and an SGI Origin200. Three file sizes were used: 32 MB, 128 MB, and 1GB.
most notable is the absence of file locking on plementations of MPI atomicity. The poor reCplant. Accordingly, our performance results sults are also expected as discussed in Section
on CPlant do not include the experiments that 3.2 that file locking hinders the I/O concurrency.
use file locking. ENFS also performs the opti- In most of the cases, the process-rank ordering
mization that NFS usually does, including read- strategy out-performed graph-coloring.
ahead and write-behind.
We ran the experiments with the three array
sizes: y&WzW{n}|R,~zyX (32MB), y&zW{7WXW{W| (128

5 Conclusions

MB), and y&WzW{tX{yXk,[ (1GB). On all three In this paper, we examined the atomicity semachines, we used 4, 8, and 16 processors and mantics for both the POSIX and MPI specificathe results are shown in Figure 8. Note the per- tions. The difference between them the number
formance of file locking is the worst of the im- of non-contiguous regions in each I/O requests.
13

While POSIX considers only one contiguous as the process handshaking approach proposed
file space I/O, a single MPI I/O request can ac- in this paper can be applied to improve perforcess non-contiguous file space using MPI’s file mance.
view facility. We compared a few implementation strategies for enforcing atomic writes in
MPI including file locking, graph-coloring, and
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